Regulation of dustbathing in feathered and featherless domestic chicks: the Lorenzian model revisited.
In Lorenz's 'psychohydraulic model', behaviour is regulated by performance: the motivation to perform a behaviour builds up with time and can be reduced only by performance itself. However, a convincing example of Lorenzian regulation has been lacking. We studied dustbathing in featherless and feathered chicks, Gallus gallus domesticus, the latter trained to dustbathe on glass with sand underneath. In both cases the function, that is, plumage cleaning, was eliminated. In both featherless and feathered chicks dustbathing increased with time since the last performance as found in normal dustbathing, and there was a compensatory adjustment when the amount of previous dustbathing was artificially reduced. We suggest that the amount of dustbathing performed at any one time may be controlled by the cooperative action of a deprivation or timer mechanism and a counter mechanism. The timer mechanism responds to the time since the last performance, whereas the counter mechanism records the number of elements during that last dustbathing. Alternatively, there may be a single mechanism that continually records the deficit in the amount of dustbathing performed. Lorenz's model may be valid not only for dustbathing in fowl but also for other comfort behaviours. Our results suggest the existence of behavioural needs that can be satisfied only by performance. Copyright 1999 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour.